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ABSTRACT

Two adaptive control schemes for nonlinear mechanical systems,
proposed by Slotine and Li [1, 2] and Kelly [3], are investigated,
with emphasis on robustness for unmodeled dynamics. The in-
vestigation is performed along the following lines,

. select a system for testing the controllers, it must be pos-
sible to change the dynamics of this system easily,

r design and tune the control schemes for the system without
unmodeled dynamics,

. evaluate the tracking performance of the control schemes
for the system with unmodeled dynamics.

The system used for designing and tuning the controllers is a
two degrees of freedom manipulator, a XY-table, with two pris-
matic joints. The control task is to follow a periodic trajectory,
e.g., a circle. Both adaptive control schemes are based on a model,
of which the parameters are adapted, and a feedback component,
including PD action, for the remaining tracking error. A pure PD
control is used for reference. All three control schemes can use
friction compensation.

The design parameters for the PD component of the controllers
are used to get specific eigen frequencies and damping parameters
for a closed loop linear design model. The design parameters for
the adaptation are chosen such that the adaptation is fast, without
increasing the bandwidth of the closed loop model. Finally, the
design parameters are tuned by test runs to get good tracking
behavior.

The system used for robustness evaluation is again the XY-
table, which was also used for the design and tuning of the con-
trollers. It is possible to change the stiffness of the spindle of the
XY-table and make the link "stiff" or "flexible". We design and
tune the control schemes when the link is stiff, and next assess the
robustness if the link is flexible.

The experimental results suggest that there are no advantages in
using one of the adaptive control schemes, instead of PD control,
from a robustness viewpoint. The tracking error achieved with the
adaptive control schemes is, however, much smaller. There is also
some difference between the two adaptive schemes. The scheme
of Kelly seems moÍe robust and has also a slightly better tracking
performance.

1 INTRODUCTION

To fulfill the requirements on the dynamic behavior of mechanical
systems, it is often mandatory to control the systems by a feed-
back scheme. Often, the use of stepping motors is not adequate
and full dynamics feed forward is not sufficient, due to the lack
of models that are accurate for the high torques and high frequen-
cies necessary for tight control. The use of controllers that adapt
the parameters used in the feed forward alleviate these problems.
The adaptation is often unable to compensate for structural model
errors, such as unmodeled high frequency dynamics, caused by
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elasticities in the link and thejoints, saturation in the power elec-
tronics, neglected dynamic behavior of fast parts of the system
such as amplifiers, and other modeling errors. The use of a com-
plete and therefore hopefully more accurate model is not very
atffactive, due to the complexity of the resulting, model based,
controller, the problems getting the correct model structure, the
work required to get accurate model parameters (based on dy-
namic measurements), and the necessary complex validation.

It is therefore attractive to extend the research for robust con-
trollers for linear systems, like the 11- and p-synthesis design,
to nonlinear systems. In these design methods the model uncer-
tainty can be specified explicitly, so that no iteration between
design and robustness evaluation is necessary. However, the 11-
and p-synthesis theories, which should guide the designer during
robust controller design, where the robustness specifications are
the "natural" design specs, are still underdeveloped for nonlinear
systems, although some results are known [4, 5].

Therefore, we have to consent ourselves with a more mun-
dané design tool. We evaluate the robustness of existing control
schemes, and, based on this evaluation, choose an appropriate
scheme where in general we will not have the possibility to spec-
ify the required robustness directly and accurately. The robustness
characteristics are a "byproduct" of the control scheme, that pri-
marily aims at other design goals than robustness.

Robust control of nonlinear systems has been studied inten-
sively during the last years. For instance, Qu ef. aI. [6], show that
by a suitable choice of the gain matrices the computed torque
scheme exhibits some robustness properties. However, they tac-
itly assume in their analysis that the unknown dynamics do not
include additional dynamics, so the order of the model is equal to
the order of the actual system. This assumption is violated in prac-
tice. We therefore want to investigate robustness for additional,
unmodeled dynamics.

A class of promising control schemes are adaptive controllers,
that should at least be robust for parameter uncertainty, but not
necessarily for additional dynamics. Adaptive controllers have
been proposedby Slotine and Li [], Kelly [3] and several others.
Slotine and Li claim, in their case study, that the robustness of
their adaptive control scheme is comparable with PD control.

The purpose of this paper is threefold. Fist, to verify the claim
of Slotine and Li. Second, to try to extend the claim to another
adaptive control scheme. Third, to compare the tracking perfor-
mance of these two control schemes. The experience obtained
during the implementation of the control schemes enables us to
assess implementation aspects ofrobust adaptive control schemes:
the ease of implementing them, the computational complexity and
the ease of designing and tuning the control parameters.

The adaptive control schemes used are the ones proposed by
Slotine and Li [1] and Kelly [3]. The comparison is performed
by implementing both control schemes on an experimental sys-
tem and lookins at their tÍackins errors. The robustness of the
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control schemes is evaluated by using them on the experimen-
tal system with additional dynamics, that is not included in the
control schemes.

This paper has the following structure. Section 2 deals with the
adaptive control schemes. Section 3 describes the experimental
setup. Section 4 gives the methodology used to design and tune
the controllers. Section 5 presents and discusses the experimental
results. The paper cioses with conclusions and suggestions for
further research.

2 THE CONTROLLERS

We first give a general model for mechanical systems, used in
both adaptive control schemes. Then we present the schemes of
Slotine and Li [1], Kelly [3], and a reference PD conrroller.

2.1 General model Íor mechanical systems

Mechanical systems like robotic manipulators can often be de-
scribed by the following model of n second order differential
equations, in n degrees-of-freedom orjoint coordinates q;

H ( s , 0 ) , i - l C ( q , q , 0 ) q + S Q , s , 0 )  :  Í  ( 1 )

where I1(q, á) is the n x n positive definite inertia matrix, with
model parameters 0, C(q,Q,0)Q is the n vector of Coriolis and
centripetal forces, 9(q, q,0) the ?z vector of gravitational forces,
Coulomb and viscous friction, / the n vector of generalized con-
trol forces (forces or torques). In this system each degree-of-
freedom has its own motor. Here, we neglect the dynamics of
the motors and amplifiers, stiction, backlash, and flexibility of the
joints and links.

2.2 Adaptive control scheme of Slotine and Li

The adaptive control scheme of Slotine and Li consists of a feed
forward component, based on an estimate of the manipuiator dy-
namics, and a PD component. The generalized control force is
just the sum of these components

Í  :  U(q) , i ,  *  C \q ,q )q"  +  g \s , i l  +  K ,s  (Z)

where  Ê :  H(s ,ey  ó  :  C@,s ,0)and 9  :  g (q ,Q,à)  a re  the
same as the corresponding terms in (1), with d an estimate of the
model parameters 0, Q" : Sa * Àq a virtual reference trajectory,
s : 4 I Af a measure of tracking accuracy, 4 : qa - g the
tracking error and Ua(t), 461t7, qa (r) ttre desired trajectory.

We will make a few remarks about this control scheme. First,
the feed forward is based on a virtual reference trajectory q" and
not on the desired trajectory ga. This is equivalent to a feedback
loop. There are two reasons for this choice

. the trajectory q will catch up the desired trajectory qd faster,

. asymptotic tracking is assured.
Second, the component I{,s is a genuine PD control, because
it is equal to K"(Q + ^,i) : K"q + KoQ with Kp : Koly.
Putting the PD component in this form makes it easy to extend the
class of controllers for the tracking error from PD to, e.g., sliding
motion controllers, based on the sign of s. The measure oftracking
accuracy s is used also in the adaptation part of the controller.
Third, unmodeled external forces acting on the manipulator are
not compensated.

Adaptation of the model paramet"ers used in H, C and g is
based on the fact that the generalized control force (2) is linear in
the parameters I and can be expressed as

f  :  Y G , S , S . , , i " ) e  I  K u s .  ( 3 )

Then the adaptation proceeds according to

The stability of the closed loop system, using this adaptive
controller, can be proved by the second method of Lyapunov.
In the proof some properties of the model (1) are used and it is
assumed that the control parameters Ko, À and I are positive
definite.

Ofcourse, this proofbreaks down when the model (1) cannot
faithfully reproduce the dynamic behavior of the system. In prac-
tice one can always choose the controller parameters such that the
closed loop system will be unstable.

2.3 Adaptive control scheme oÍ Kelly

The adaptive control scheme of Kelly consists of a computed
torque component, based on an estimate of the manipulator dy-
namics, and a compensation component. The generalized control
force is just the sum of these components

f  :  n  G)  k io+  K,  q  +  K  e i l  +  C \q ,  q )  q+  g  (q ,  q )  +  C (q , , i ) t ,  (5 )

where Ê, Ó and Q are the estimates of the corresponding terms
in (1), zr a measure of tracking accuracy, defined by r.r ï Àu :
q + K"4 + Kog, a first order filtered second order error dynamics
equation, q :  qa - q the tracking error, and qa(t),Qa(t),Q6(t)
the desired trajectory.

We will make a few remarks about this control scheme. First,
the computed torque term Ê47 is based on the desired trajectory
qd, and not on a virtual reference trajectory. Second, the com-
puted torque term H (K"Q 

! Koq) is not a genuine PD control,
because the inertia matrix FI is also involved. Third, apart from
the computed torque component a compensation component Co
is present, but unmodeled forces are not compensated. Last, the
controller is slightly more complicated than the previous one and
it has one additional parameter matrix, À, that must be tuned.

Adaptation of the model parameters used in Ê, C and 9 is
based on the fact that the generalized control force (5) is linear in
the parameters 0 and can be expressed as

/ :  o ( s ,  q , , j a  r  K " q  +  K r Q . u ) à .  ( 6 )

Then the adaptation proceeds according to

d  :  f  
- '@'  

(q ,  q ,  r ia  +  K"A +  KrQ,u)u .  ( j )

The function matrix iD is an explicit function of the measure of
tracking accuracy rr.

The remarks on the stability proof of the previous section are
also valid for this control scheme. In addition, the parameter
matrix À must be positive definite.

2.4 ReÍerence PD controller

As a reference controller also a simple PD controller, acting on
the tracking error { and its derivative f is used,

f :  K"q * Kpq (8)

with q : Qa - e and Ko, Kp positive definite matrices.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section we discuss the experimental equipment and a simple
model used for the design of the controllers.

3.1 Experimentalsystem
The main specifications for the experimental system are

o low cost,
. easv to access.
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. easy to modify the dynamic behavior,

o easy to implement a range of controllers.

The system chosen is a two degrees-of-freedom manipulator,

moving in the horizontai plane, with two prismatic joints' a so

called TT-robot or, emphasizing the cartesian coordinates, a XY-

table. For a schematic drawing of the XY-table, see Fig. I '

The main characteristics of the system are

r reachable area 1 x 1 [m],
. lwo perrnanent magnet dc motors.

. two current amplifiers,
o optical encoders for the motor positions,

r laser based measurement system with optical encoders for

the end-effector position (not used),

o link with adaptable flexibilitY,

o microcomputer based control.

For a view ofthe controller hardware, see Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of XY-table

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of XY-table controller hardware [7]

3.2 Design model

A complicated model of the XY-table [8] has been used for nu-
merical experiments. It will not be elaborated here. For the design

computations, a complicated model of the XY+able is overkill,

so a much simpler model has been used. The equations for the

simple model of the XY-table of Fig. 1 are

Of t  *  0zsgn i :  f ,

0zA -l 0q sgníl : f ! (9)

where r and gr are the two prismatic degrees-of-freedom, /" and

/, the control forces in r and y direction, and 0i, 'i : 1,. . . ,4,
the model parameters: 0r and 0z are the equivalent masses in r

and g direction, d: and 0+ are the coefficients of the Coulomb

friction in r and E direction.
To rewrite (9) as (1) define the following quantities:

f " l
1 :  I  l r

L s  )

n(q,o): I t :,

C(s ,d ,d ) :  
|  :  3
0: s$n rir
0t s$n qz

, ; )

Coriotis and centripetal forces are absent, because there is almost

no coupling between movements in ,r and g direction. Tn the term

g gravitational forces are absent because the manipulator moves

in the horizontal plane.
This results in expressions for Y and Ó in (3) and (6) as follows

- _  |- - t

and

*  l . t o + K , , Í - l K p , i  o  s g n r  o  l* = L  
o  i l o - K u , i + K p o i l  o  s g n g . l  

'

For the nominal parameter values used in the design computa-

tions see Table 1.

p a r a m e t e r l v a l u e l u n i t

0r a6.s I kg
0z 4.3 | ke
0t 50.0 |  N

00, ls .O I  N

Table 1: Nominal parameters of the design model

To assess the robustness of the control schemes, the XY-table

is used in two configurations. One for the design and tuning of

the control schemes, the other to assess the robustness. So, a

nominal design system and an evaluation sysfem aÍe intÍoduced'

The evaluation system is equivalent to the design system with

additional dynamics. This is achieved by changing the stiffness

of one of the links of the XY-table drastically. This link is the

spindle connecting the two belt wheels, driving the belts for the

left and right X-slide. So, the Y-slide way does not always line

up with the g-axis. With this an additional degree-of-freedom is

introduced, that is not accounted for in the model based part of

the control schemes.

s ( q , s , 0 ) :

f -
. t -

i .  0  ssn i  0  l- ' t

0  i j ,  0  s g n g l
Ív-tautè

gr-motor

slide way torsion

end of stroke
detector

giral VO and

HCTL 2000 I and 2

1F/l6SE data
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4 DESIGN

The design of the controllers is initially based on the design model.
The designs are then tuned during initial test runs on the experi-
mental system to get a smali tracking error (in a quadratic sense)
without undesirable fluctuations in the control input due to chatter-
ing. We first discuss the initial design and then the modifications
and tuning made to get good performance on the actual system.

4.1 Gontrol ler design

Using the design model (9), while neglecting the Coulomb fric-
tion, the design of the PD part of the controllers, i.e., the matrices
K, and Ko, aims at a closed ioop system behavior equivalent
with a second order system with prespecified eigen frequencies
and damping. The desired closed loop transfer function denomi-
nator polynomial has the form

d 1 s ; : 5 2  l 2 0 " t o s f u 1 o '

The controller parameters are given the values summarized in
Tab\e 2. The values of B and cr-re in z and g direction may differ.

controf scheme I K, I Ko

P D . s r o t i n e / L i  l l 2 1 ' i o q  o  l l l ' r ; d ,  o
0  2 1 o s 0 2 ) l l  0  a f r 0 2

Ke l l y  I  l ' o : ,  :  I  I  1 ,3  9
0 2Bao 0 a ?

Table 2: Design parameters for the controllers

The adaptation gain l-r is selected such that the dominant
eigenvalues of the closed loop system are those corresponding
to the adaptation, the eigenvalues of the second order system
are more to the left. In other words, the adaptation should not
increase the "bandwidth" of the closed loop system, and the adap-
tation should be slower than the tracking control loop with fixed
parameters.

The additional parameter in the scheme of Kelly, À, was only
tuned and not designed.

Remark - When using this design of 1{, and Ko, the scheme's
of Slotine and Li and of Kelly are very alike. Only the adaptation
law is different (based on s or r.,), and the scheme of Kelly has
the additional compensation term Óu instead of Ós, but tilis is
irreievant in our case because C : 0. This can be shown as
foll.ows. Using the design parameters 1í, : HK, and Ko :
HKo the generalized control force for the control scheme of
Slotine and Li

I  :  u(q), i ,  t  c(q,do, + s1q, d + K,s + K,q

can be written as

I  :  H(d?j,  + k,q + Kod + clq,ds, + gk,s)

where we assumed H - H. or. using ,i, = ,ia + Aà

Í  :  u(q)Go* (1í" + L)s + koq) + ók,i ld, + s1q,41.
This again is equal to

f : n Q) Go+ (k " + tl q+ k rq) +c \q, q) ct+ s k, d + c (q, q) s

because Q" : el s. This expression only differs from the control
scheme of Kelly Q) by the term 1{Àq in the computed torque
part and by using C-s instead of Co in the compensation part. But
lv :  K , 'Kp  <  K,  w i thacho ice  o f  13  >  ] .  Thetwocont ro l
schemes differ therefore mainly in their definition of the measure
of tracking accuracy s and o respectively. Because here C : 0,
the only consequence of this definition is in the adaptation laws

(4) and (7), driven by s in the conrrol scheme of Slotine and Li,
and by t, in that of Kelly. Also, the expressions for y and iD are
not equal.

4.2 Controller tuning
The tuning of the controllers shouid give specific values for the
controller parameters 0, ,0,l-t and À. It was necessary to es-
timate the motor speed because no tacho's were used. Friction
compensation was also necessary.

The values of B, oLs, l-r and À may depend on the actual
configuration of the XY-table (stiff or flexible link) or on the
desired trajectory. They will be given in the experimental results
sectron.

The Kalman filter used for estimating the motor velocities (and
for f,ltering the motor positions) was implemented as a discrete
one-step-ahead predictor to compensate for the time delay in the
control loop. The design was based on system and measurement
noise covariances. The statistical properties of the noise signals
were derived from the model and measurement errors. The model
effor was computed by comparing the required input signal for
the design model, for which the model output exactly followed
a representative response of the experimental system, with the
actual input signal applied for this response. The measurement
error was derived from the quantization error of the motor position
code wheels. During the implementation the Kalman filter was
detuned to get a better state estimate. This was due to additional
noise signals, not accounted for during the Kalman filter design.

The friction compensation was implemented using the desired
velocity qa, and not the velocity estimate of the Kalman filter, to
prevent problems when the velocity changes sign, but the esti-
mated velocity did not yet. or vice versa.

5 EXPERIMENTS

This section gives the results of the experiments. We present
only a subset of the results obtained, enough to substantiate our
main points. First we discuss the control task. Then the results
of a comparison between the two adaptive control schemes are
given and discussed, followed by the results of the robustness
investigation.

5.1 Control task

The control task is to follow a periodic trajectory in a plane, with
position control in both coordinate directions.

The desired trajectory in cartesian end-effector space is

[  "r( t )  1 i  a* Racosga 
. l

t t : t  I

I  uo(t)  J L ó -  Racos(r/ ' ;  - r  vo) l

where Ra : 0.15 [m] is the "radius" of the rrajectory,Vd.: af,,
with cu : f [rad/s1, is the desired angular position, and a : 0.8
[m], b : 0.8 [m] specify the cenrer of the reachable area of
the manipulator, see Fig. 3. The constant angle 16 is used to
select the trajectory: if {o : f the trajectory is a circle, if ty's
has another value the circle is deformed to an ellipse or even a
straight (diagonal) line.
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Figure 3: Desired trajectory

The periodic nature of the task makes it easy to compute accu-

rate and repeatable tracking error statistics, without influence of

initial transients.

5.2 Tracking pêrÍormance oÍ adaptive controllers

The control schemes of Slotine/Li and Kelly are compared by

establishing the tracking errors of the XY-table with a stiff link for

a circular trajectory. The controller tuning resulted in the controller
parameters in Table 3.

When using a value of 5 '2r for cuo chattering occurred. The

results presented below were obtained with initial values for the

parameters estimates equal to those in Table 1.

Figure 4 presents the tracking error in r direction' The largest

errors occur for Í : 0 and are due to stiction effects and incorrect

initial conditions of the controllers. Neglecting these effects, the

wo

t3
I . - l

À

4 Z T

0-1
Í l n - 3  t n - 4  l n l  l 0 2 l
t ' "  ! ' "  ,  ^ "  r

4 . l T

0 ; 7

{ 1 0 - 3 , 1 0 - 4 , 1 0 3 , 1 0 2 }
{ ) , ) i

4 ' 2 n

0.1

Table 3: Controller parameters for the stiff XYtable

I

0.5
i

t̂ ,
lmmj

-0.5

0  0 . 5  1  1 . 5  2  2 . 5  3  3 . 5
Time [s]

Figure 4: Error in r direction, (-) Slotine/Li, (' ' ') Keliy

a
lmml

1 .5  2  2 .5
Time [s]

Figure 5: Error in gr direction, (-) Slotine/Li, (' ' ') Kelly

largest error for both schemes is s 0.7 [mm]. Figure 5 gives the

tracking error in y direction. This error is much larger' due to larger

inaccuracies in the model, especially in the Coulomb friction

model. The largest error for Slotine/Li is = 7 [mm] and for Kelly
= 10 [mm]. When we neglect the first 0.5 [s] of the responses the

controller of Kelly performs better: 4 [mm] maximum tracking

error against 4.5 [mm] for Slotine/Li.
Hence, for the stiff system the controller of Kelly performs

somewhat better than the controller of Slotine/Li. This can be

attributed to a better parameter estimate (results not presented).

The results for the PD controller are also not presented, but are

much worse. The tracking errors are several times as large' By

using friction compensation the difference in the tracking errors

can be reduced by approximately a factor of 2.

Remark - The measurements of the motor positions are used to

compute a corresponding end-effector position. Ali results are pre-

sented in terms of this "f,ctive" computed end-effector position.

Due to flexibility in the links and joints, the actual end-effector
position does not coincide with the computed one.

5.3 Robustness Íor addit ional dynamics

We asses the robustness of the control schemes by using them to

control the flexible XY-table and base our conclusions on
o the degree of detuning the controllers used for the stiff

XY-table, to avoid chattering,
o the tracking errors ofthe controllers.

To avoid chattering the design parameter crg for the z-direction

had to be changed. The other parameters remain the same. See

Table 4 for the parameters.
The Slotine/Li controller has to be detuned more than the Kelly

and PD controller. This will result in larger tracking errors because

the control is less tight. Also, this control scheme can be called

less robust then the Kelly and PD scheme, because it is influenced

more by the additional dynamics.

uo'

-ou

p
l '

À

l . )  .  2 r

4 . Z T

0.1
í 1 n - l  1 n - 4  l 0 3  l 0 2 ' lt . "

3 . 5  ' 2 r

4 ' l T

o.1
Í t r } - l  l n - 4  t n l  t n 2 l
1 , "

{ ) ,  ) }

3 . 5  ' 2 n

4 . Z T

0.7

Table 4: Controller parameters for the flexible XY-table

The tracking errors for the Slotine/Li and Kelly controllers are

presented in Figs. 6 and 7, and the tracking errors for the Slotine/Li

and PD controllers are in Figs. 8 and 9.

T

lmml

- I

t
lmml

l 5  )  ) 5

Time [s]

Figure 6: Error in r direction, (-) Slotine/Li, (' ' ') Kelly

0  0 . 5  I  1 . 5  2  2 . 5  3  3 . 5  4
Time [s]

Figure 7: Error in y direction, (-) Slotine/Li, ( ' ') Keily
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x:
lmml

0  0 . 5  1  1 . 5  2  2 . 5  3  3 . 5
Time [s]

Figure 8: Error in r direction, (-) Slotine/Li, (' ' ') PD

l 5
10

f i J
0

Imm]
- 1 0

1 <

0 0 .5  I  1 .5  2  2 .s  3  3 .5  4
Time [s]

Figure 9: Error in g direction, (-) Slotine/Li, (' ' ') PD

The maximum error in z direction for Slotine/Li is = 1.7

[mm] and is larger than the maximal error for Kelly, t 1.5 [mm].
Both errors are mcre than 2 times as large as for the stiff XY-
table. The error in gr direction is only marginally larger. It is

evident from the tracking error for the PD controller (without

friction compensation) that the performance of the PD conffoller
is worse compared with the adaptive controllers. However, the
PD controller performance changes only by a factor 1.3 (3OVo

increase) between the stiff and flexible system. A much smaller
relative change. The change in absolute values is slightly larger.

Using both criteria mentioned above, we conclude that the
controller of Slotine/Li is not as robust as the controller of Kelly
or a PD controller. The robustness of the last two controllers
is comparable. The deterioration of the performance of the Slo-
tine/Li controller is due to the parameter estimation, presented in

Figs. 10-13.

0  0 . 5  I  1 . 5  2  2 . 5  3  3 . s  4
Time [s]

Figure l0: Estimate of á1, (*) Slotinelli, (' ' ') Kelly

0  0 . 5  I  1 . 5  2  2 . 5
Time [s]

Figure 12: Estimate of d:, (-) Slotine/Li, (. .

3  3 .5

.) Kelly

0  0 . 5  1  1 . 5  2  2 . s  3  3 . 5  4
Time [s]

Figure 13: Estimate of d4, (-) Slotine/Li, (. . .) Kelly

The dynamics of the parameter estimates is quite different for
both controllers. The estimates of Slotine/L are more fluctuating
than those of Kelly.

Remark - The estimated parameters bear no relation to the
physical parameters. The adaptation ffies to compensate for the

incorrect model structure. The parameters are given a value de-
pending on s or u, according to (3) and (6). So, because s and o
do not become zero, the parameter estimates do not converge.

Remark - The estimates of the Coulomb friction parameters
also change with time and the state of maintenance of the XY-
table, so they may differ considerably from the values in Table 1.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The experimental results presented show that the claim of Slotine
and Li that their control scheme exhibits the same robustness as
a PD controller, is not fully justified, although the difference in
robustness is not dramatic.

The control scheme proposed by Kelly has more promising ro-
bustness properties and slightly better performance characteristics
then the control scheme of Slotine and Li, so it should be preferred
in all cases where the tuning of another parameter matrix, À, does
not present a problem. Because the optimal value of À changes
with the desired trajectory, such problems are not unlikely.

As for the experience obtained during the implementation of
the control schemes, we can remark that both adaptive controllers
require about the same computing power and implementation
requirements, but a PD controller requires less computing power
and is also much easier to implement.

Preliminary simulation results for a RT-robot seem to indicate
that the scheme of Kelly has definite advantages. This may be
due to the compensation term Cu, that did not play a role in our
experiments, because the terrn C and therefore C was not present.

We therefore recommend to implement the scheme of Kelly on
an experimental system, where the Coriolis and centripetal forces
cannot be neglected, and again evaluate the performance and
robustness characteristics. It is not unlikely that the conclusions
given above cannot be extended to this case.
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